It is demonstrated by simulations and analysis that a wakefield driven by an ultrashort intense laser pulse in underdense plasma can emit tunable electromagnetic radiation along the laser propagation direction. The profile of such a kind of radiation is closely associated with the structure of the laser wakefield. In general, electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz range with its frequency a few times the electron plasma frequency can be generated in the moderate intensity regime. In the highly nonlinear case, a chain of radiation pulses is formed corresponding to the nonlinear structure of the wake. Study shows that the radiation is associated with the self-modulation process of the laser pulse in the wakefield and resulting transverse electron momenta from modulated asymmetric laser fields.
Introduction
Radiation generation in relativistic laser-plasma interaction has been a hot issue in the last two decades due to its wide application in medicine, biology, chemistry, etc. Nowadays, radiation over a wide range of frequency, from terahertz (THz) to X/γ , can be produced. Meanwhile, various scenarios of radiation generation have been developed, such as high-order harmonics generation [1] [2] [3] , betatron radiation [4, 5] , Thomson scattering [6] , Cerenkov radiation [7] , and linear mode conversion [8] [9] [10] . Each scheme of producing radiation sources has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of pulse duration, spectral range, collimating property, and energy conversion efficiency. It is well known that the laser wakefield driven in homogeneous underdense plasma generally cannot produce radiation by itself. Only when the wakefield is excited in inhomogeneous plasma [9] or in homogeneous plasma applied with an external DC magnetic field [11, 12] , emission from laser wakefields can be generated. Recently, we showed that extremely ultraviolet (XUV) radiation can be produced from laser wakefields excited in homogeneous plasma [13] . The emission is caused by a transverse current sheet co-moving with the laser pulse, which is formed by an electron density spike with trapped In this work, we extend our previous work on the wakefield emission in homogeneous plasma [13] to a wider parameter range based upon numerical simulations. It is shown that electromagnetic radiation covering a wide frequency range from THz to XUV can be produced simultaneously with the laser wakefield excitation in underdense homogeneous plasmas. The strength and frequency of the radiation change significantly with the laser or plasma parameters. In the case with a weakly relativistic driving laser, the radiation produced turns out to be a multi-cycle THz pulse. If one increases the plasma density and the laser intensity, the radiation shows up in the form of a pulse chain with frequency around the laser frequency. As the laser intensity is enhanced further, wake wave-breaking occurs and XUV radiation is emitted [13, 14] . A simple theoretical analysis is presented for the physical mechanisms involved.
Wake radiation from one-dimensional PIC simulations
To illustrate the emission from laser wakefield excitation, a series of one-dimensional (1D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations were conducted with the code KLAP [15] and OSIRIS 2.0 [16] . We take a laser pulse whose envelope in the form a L = asin 2 (π t/τ ), where a = I λ with I the peak laser intensity. We also take λ L = 1 µm, and τ = 7T L is the full laser duration, with T L the laser oscillation period. It is assumed that the laser pulse is linearly polarized along the z-direction and is normally incident on a uniform plasma slab with density n 0 = n e /n c = 0.001 (corresponding to the electron plasma frequency ω p /2π = 9.4 THz) along the x-direction, where n c is the critical density. The left vacuum-plasma boundary is set at x = 20λ L . The length of the plasma slab depends on the laser propagation distance, and generally it varies between 100λ L and 200λ L in the simulation according to different cases. Simulations were conducted with different time and space resolutions to ensure that the results were not a numerical artefact. Figure 1 displays the wake radiation waveform travelling forward in the wake right behind the laser pulse and the corresponding spatial distribution of the density perturbation (denoted by δn = n − n 0 ). The corresponding transverse current associated with the radiation is also shown. The frequency and the amplitude of the radiation behind the laser pulse are found to be different for each cycle, i.e., both the frequency and amplitude decrease with the distance from the driving laser pulse. At a later time t = 150T L , there are more cycles of radiation formed. It is obvious that the amplitude of the wake radiation is larger at time t = 150T L than that at t = 100T L . The wake radiation is found with the first cycle strongest. The radiation appears frequency chirped with The temporal waveforms of the radiation pulses observed at a fixed position at the right side of the simulation box in vacuum for three different laser intensities with initial plasma density n 0 = 0.001 (a) and the corresponding frequency spectra (b). Frequency spectra of the radiation produced with different plasma densities at a given laser amplitude a = 0.5 are also plotted in (c).
the high-frequency component at the front, which remains unchanged during the whole process. This can be understood partially as due to plasma dispersion, such that the highfrequency component propagates at a higher speed.
For plasmas with n 0 = n e /n c = 0.001, the wake radiation turns out to be in the THz frequency regime. We show the temporal evolution of the radiation observed at the right side of the plasma slab in vacuum for three typically different laser intensities and their corresponding spectra in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) . The radiation penetrates through the plasma into the vacuum following the laser pulse and has a waveform with the first cycle strongest, as mentioned above. In Figure 2 (a), the THz radiation amplitude is found to be up to 9.6 MV cm the laser amplitude in Figure 2 (b) in the moderate intensity regime. In this case the central frequency of the THz pulses is about 18.9 THz. In addition, if we increase the plasma density, the radiation frequency is also shown to increase. As plotted in Figure 2(c) , by increasing the plasma density from 0.001n c to 0.01n c , the frequency spectrum is broadened, and its central frequency grows from 0.0625ω L to 0.1875ω L . This implies that the radiation frequency increases with increasing plasma density. Note that these frequencies are also larger than the corresponding electron plasma frequencies. In the n 0 = 0.005 and n 0 = 0.01 cases, in addition to the main peaks, there are also other subpeaks in the spectra.
Next, we increase laser intensity further. Figure 3 shows the radiation propagating forward in the right side of the simulation box in vacuum for three different incident laser intensities in plasma with initial density n 0 = 0.02, as well as the corresponding frequency spectra. At weakly relativistic laser intensity, the radiation displays similar temporal waveforms as shown above. But at higher intensity for a 1, the radiation shows up in the form of a pulse train. This appears to be associated with the highly nonlinear features of the wakefield excitation. Note that, with the increase of the laser intensity, the separation between neighbouring subpulses also increases. This agrees with the fact that the wavelength of a nonlinear plasma wave increases with its amplitude due to the relativistic-mass increase of electrons. Similar to the case of n 0 = 0.001, the central frequency of the radiation is shown not to change a lot for different laser intensity in the weakly relativistic regime, even for plasma density n 0 = 0.02 in Figure 3(d) . In the case of a = 2, the radiation frequency is approaching the laser frequency. Figure 4 illustrates the amplitude of the wake radiation in its first cycle behind the laser pulse and its central frequency as a function of the normalized laser vector potential. In non-relativistic and weakly relativistic regimes, the radiation amplitude scales with the laser intensity following the power law, as shown in Figure 4 (a), whereas it generally changes little with the laser intensity in the relativistic regime. When the laser intensity is high enough that wave-breaking occurs in the driven wakefield, electron injection and trapping in the first wave-bucket are found. Thus the intensity of the emitted radiation is strengthened remarkably. As shown in Figure 4(a) , the field for a = 5 is about 20 times that for a = 3. This is the regime which we have identified before [13, 14] . Likewise, the frequency spectrum differs significantly for the weakly relativistic, fully relativistic, and the wave-breaking regimes, as illustrated in Figure 4(b) . The central frequency of the radiation pulse remains nearly the same in the weakly relativistic regime, which confirms the previous results in Figure 2 (b) under a different plasma density. In the fully relativistic regime, the radiation frequency becomes close to the laser frequency. In the wave-breaking regime, when the laser amplitude is enhanced to a = 5, the central frequency approaches 50ω L in the XUV regime.
Two-dimensional PIC simulations
To illustrate the multi-dimensional effects on the wake emission, we performed 2D PIC simulations. The 2D simulation box size is 50 µm × 50 µm, with 2500 cells along the laser propagation axis in the x-direction and 1000 cells along the y-direction. The driving laser pulse has a Gaussian profile in the transverse direction with 10λ L waist radius at the focal plane, and it is polarized in the z-direction with peak amplitude a = 0.5. The laser pulse enters plasmas with density n 0 = 0.02 at t = 20T L , and we choose the same plasma parameters as the above 1D simulation in Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the wake radiation in the laser wakefields behind the driving laser and its transverse field on the laser axis, as well as the corresponding frequency spectrum. Study shows that the waveform of the radiation is consistent with the results found in the 1D simulation. In addition, the amplitude and the frequency of the radiation here are both similar to the results of 1D simulations (as shown in Figure 3) . Generally, the wake radiation tends to decay more quickly in the 2D case. This is due to the spatial transverse spreading effect of the electromagnetic waves when the radiation source size is comparable to the radiation wavelength.
Theoretical model and discussions
In previous work, we proposed a simple model for XUV emission in the wakefields [13] . Here, we consider the case for a weakly relativistic intense laser pulse passing through underdense plasmas. The key issue is to understand the mechanism of the transverse current formation, which is responsible for the wakefield emission. For the case with an ultrashort few cycle laser pulse with its waveform highly asymmetric, it has been shown that a slowly varying transverse current can be generated behind the laser pulse [17] , which can produce radiation at the electron plasma frequency through the vacuum-plasma boundary. In the present case, however, the radiation is produced inside the homogeneous plasma, and its frequency is higher than the electron plasma frequency. Therefore, other physical processes may be involved.
Let us first check out a typical electron trajectory during and after the laser interaction. As illustrated in Figure 6 (a), the electron is initially located at x = 84.54λ L . During the laser interaction, it starts to move forward until it is at about x = 84.59λ L , when it starts to move backward due to the charge separation field and the decreasing laser amplitude in its trailing edge. Finally, when the laser pulse passes by, it simply oscillates along the longitudinal direction in the established laser wakefield between x = 84.42λ L and x = 84.64λ L . Figure 6 (b) displays the transverse momentum of the electron during and after the laser interaction. After the laser interaction, a small transverse momentum is left. Note that the transverse momentum decays with time according to Figure 6(b) . Correspondingly, the emitted radiation is also the strongest just behind the laser pulse, which agrees with the simulation results shown above. This transverse momentum oscillates much more slowly with time as compared with the laser frequency. Such oscillations occur after the laser pulse interacts with the electrons in the plasma. The net transverse momentum can be attributed to evolution of the laser pulse into slight asymmetry. Alternatively, the slowly varying transverse moment of electrons can also be attributed to self-modulation of the laser pulse. During this process, its carrier phase changes with time so that the electrons obtain net transverse acceleration at a certain time.
In the case when the driving laser is at fully relativistic intensity, the wakefield becomes highly nonlinear and has high-density peaks. The resulting radiation then appears in the form of a pulse chain with the subpulse separated by a plasma wavelength. This can explains the results shown in Figure 3 (c). On either increasing the propagation distance or increasing the plasma density, simulation shows that the transverse momentum of electrons tends to increase because stronger modulation of the laser pulse may occur. This usually results in enhanced radiation, as shown in the simulation.
Conclusion
It is shown that, when an intense laser pulse propagates through homogeneous underdense plasma, tunable radiation in a wide frequency range can be produced in the wake of the laser pulse. Usually, it shows up with frequency higher than the electron plasma frequency and can transmit through plasma into vacuum following the driving laser pulse. Numerical simulations indicate that this kind of electromagnetic emission occurs over a wide range of parameters for laser intensities and plasma densities. In the weakly relativistic regime, the wake emission turns out to be THz radiation in extremely tenuous plasmas. With increasing plasma density and laser intensity, the radiation appears in the form of a pulse chain corresponding to the wake structure. If the laser intensity is increased further, then wave-breaking occurs in the first plasma bucket and XUV radiation is produced. Qualitatively, the self-modulation of the laser pulse and the laser wakefield excitation are responsible for the emission. To reach a quantitative understanding, further study is required. This mechanism may provide a new possibility to produce a tunable coherent radiation for various applications.
